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structural services
CAN was the first company in the UK to provide rope access services as part of an integrated range of services
for the built environment. As the pioneer of these techniques, we have developed an enviable reputation for work
on high or difficult structures, integrating rope access with more conventional systems including scaffolding and
powered access platforms.
CAN’s extensive experience and technical knowledge enables us to design and implement innovative solutions

Markets Served
Architects and consultants
Construction
Railways

to reach the most inaccessible worksite. However, accessing the worksite is only the beginning of the process.

Highways

Our field personnel are drawn from a number of trades and professions allowing us to assemble multi-disciplined

Industrial

and flexible teams, able to carry out even the most technical of projects in a way that is efficient and cost-effective

Commercial

to the client.
CAN places great emphasis on training, supervision and the provision of well-maintained plant and equipment.
This ensures the completion of contracts safely and efficiently, with minimal risk and disruption to other
contractors and members of the public. Our commitment to the ongoing development of both management
systems and technical improvement means that we continue to meet the highest Health, Safety and
Environmental standards.

Residential
Power generation
Local and national government
Public utilities
Stadiums

High-rise
Bridges
Stadiums
Towers & masts
Tensioned fabric
Historic structures

inspection & testing
Abseil inspection by CAN is an efficient and cost effective way of undertaking a thorough tactile inspection of high-rise
buildings, bridges and other structures.
Abseiling techniques enable all areas of the structure to be accessed quickly, with little disruption to occupants or pedestrians.
This ‘hands on’ approach allows the accurate measurement of defects, and photographs can be provided which assist in the
assessment of future repairs. Hammer sounding of suspect areas helps determine the extent of hidden faults such as delamination.

Safety Surveys
Complementing the traditional survey, CAN also carries out safety surveys. These involve the identification and removal of
loose and dangerous material, without the detailed fault logging included in a full survey. A general condition report can also
be supplied if required.

Testing
CAN offers a broad range of structural testing techniques. These provide supplementary information to that obtainable by
close visual inspection, allowing a more comprehensive assessment of a building’s condition.

Safety surveys

Tactile inspection

Cover meter

NDT

Safety survey to remove spalling

Tactile inspection to the soffit of a

Cover meter survey of a concrete

Routine NDT inspection of

material from concrete panels on

masonry arched bridge using

panelled office block over a busy

supporting steelwork for a

town centre street.

leisure complex waterslide.

a high-rise building.

CAN-Span lightweight
access platform.

Tactile inspection // Safety surveys // Structural investigation //
Wall tie population and condition // Borescope // Schmidt hammer //
Half cell // Ferroscan // Coring // Cover meter // Dust sampling //
In situ carbonation analysis // Dry film paint thickness and adhesion
testing // Laser verticality surveys // NDT // Dimensional surveys //
Monitoring equipment installation and data collection

Repair of brickwork and pointing

Gutter and downpipe repairs

Cladding repairs and replacement

Sealant replacement

CAN technician re-pointing the piers

Installing ‘+8’ scaffolding and carrying

Removal of potentially dangerous,

Sealant repairs to the control room

of Tower Bridge, London.

out gutter and fascia repairs on low-rise

loose cladding from the curtain wall

cladding at the top of a 300m

council housing.

of a power station using CAN-Span.

communications mast.

Concrete repairs // Repair of brickwork and pointing // Painting //
Gutter and downpipe repairs // Cleaning // Window and glazing
replacement // Cladding repairs and replacement // Installation of
secondary wall ties // Cavity tray repair // Controlled removal of failed or
damaged elements // Sealant reinstatement // Installation of temporary
safety netting // Resin injection to cracks // Installation of bird deterrent
systems // Electrical & mechanical repairs // Tensioned fabric
membrane repairs

High-Rise
Bridges
Stadiums
Towers and masts
Tensioned fabric
Historic structures

maintenance & repair
CAN offers repair and maintenance services to buildings, bridges and other structures. Rope access techniques are often
supplemented by CAN’s patented lightweight modular access platform - CAN-Span, or by other more traditional access methods.
Rope access techniques are ideally suited to minor works that can be carried out quickly and efficiently, with minimum disturbance
at ground level or to occupants.
More substantial works may require the CAN-Span which can be assembled in single suspended lengths of up to 16m, or in
more complex configurations to accommodate unusual building shapes or profiles. This system can also be enclosed to form
a protective ‘habitat’.
Both CAN-Span and rope access systems are lightweight, flexible and easy to install and move around the structure. Indeed most
maintenance tasks can be carried out in less time than it would take to install a traditional access system.
This results in substantial long-term savings, as it becomes cost effective to carry out small-scale localised repairs before further
deterioration occurs.

electrical & mechanical
On both new-build projects and existing structures, CAN offers financial and time

The types of work carried out by CAN include:

savings for electrical and mechanical work carried out by our experienced tradesmen.

• Installation of ducting

On busy sites the access requirements of different sub-contractors often conflict,

• Installation of cable trays and cables

requiring complex scheduling and significant knock-ons if one contractor overruns. Use

• Installation of smoke detection systems

of CAN’s rope access techniques means that work at height can be carried out more
flexibly, within an increased time window and with less impact on the critical path.
Snagging works and ongoing maintenance can also be carried out discreetly and
efficiently, with little disruption to other users of the structure.

• Steelwork installation and removal
• Installation and maintenance of high level lighting
• Cutting and welding
• Bolt change-out and re-torqueing
• Installation of strain guages and monitoring systems

coatings application
Traditional access methods can make painting at height, or on complex steelwork structures, prohibitively expensive.
CAN’s access techniques result in substantial cost savings on such projects. Lightweight, easily movable protective habitats
and other bespoke access solutions are used to increase productivity, in areas where painting would otherwise impinge on
other activities.
As well as traditional paint systems to steel, masonry and other structures, CAN is also experienced in the application of
Metalcoat to steel cables, and the application of protective coatings to concrete.
Quality can be monitored and controlled by in-house paint inspectors, or alternatively access arrangements can often be made
for the client’s own inspectors. In addition, CAN works closely with coatings manufacturers to ensure quality of application,
whatever the substrate and whether applied by roller, brush or spray.

Prior to the introduction of CDM Regulations,
many buildings and structures were constructed without
provision of systems for high level cleaning of glazing, cladding,
steelwork, brickwork etc.
CAN are able to offer pressure washing, vacuuming and dusting, or wet
and dry cleaning, using rope access as a safe, cost-effective and flexible
solution to these cleaning problems, without the need for any modification
to the original structure.
Furthermore, rope access techniques can be incorporated at design stage
as an access system in a new-build project. This allows full access to the
structure in the future, supplementing or replacing potentially obtrusive and
costly cradle systems.
Rope access offers an ideal cleaning solution prior to the handover of construction
projects. The cleaning task can be carried out quickly, without any disruption to other
trades completing on site.

cleaning

bird deterrent systems
Roosting birds pose a major problem to the urban environment,
creating unsightly mess and damage on roofs and high ledges.
There are also potential health risks to the building’s occupants from
the build up of bird droppings, dead birds and the parasites which
feed on them.
CAN has a well-established track record in successful bird proofing of
buildings and other structures by the installation of physical barriers.
This provides a humane and harmless method of restricting access to
roosting birds and is an efficient and effective means of pest control.
CAN works closely with leading suppliers of bird proofing equipment
to develop and offer the following solutions:
Netting
Points
Bird wire
Wire mesh
The inaccessible nature of bird roosting sites presents problems for
the installation of such preventative measures by conventional
methods. By the use of rope access techniques CAN is able to effect
these installations quickly, efficiently and with the minimum of
disruption to all but the avian occupiers of the structure.

aerial rigging
CAN’s expertise in difficult access, lifting and rigging with its trained riggers, slingers
and banksmen, makes it an ideal choice for the installation and maintenance of steel
cable support systems.
The access techniques that CAN employs allow safe working in difficult and high

Structures:
• Telecommunications masts
• Suspension and cable stay bridges

locations, carrying out installation and removal of structural steelwork and cables.

• Tensioned fabric structures

Rope access techniques are ideally suited to the subsequent inspection and

• Cable supported roof structures

maintenance of cables allowing operatives to access the full lengths of individual

• Cable bracing

cables directly, using the cable itself for support. Such work can be carried out with
no disruption to persons or structures below.

permanent access & safety;
fall protection systems
It is a requirement of the CDM Regulations that safe access systems must be
designed into a structure to allow safe inspection and maintenance throughout
its lifetime.
CAN has extensive experience of work at height and can provide turnkey
solutions from design and installation to the ongoing inspection and maintenance
of such systems to comply with statutory requirements.
Methods deployed include anchor devices for rope access, restraint or fall arrest,
Patterson roof anchors, Sala cableway systems and other bespoke solutions.

Consultancy
Installation
Testing
Maintenance

access solutions
Consultancy
Rope access

CAN pioneered the use of rope access in industry back in 1982 and worked closely with the Health and
Safety Executive to refine these techniques, ultimately leading to the publication of BS7985:2002 Code Of
Practice For The Use Of Rope Access For Industrial Purposes.

MEWPS

20 years work in this industry has also seen CAN develop a whole range of other bespoke access solutions.

Scaffolding

Much of CAN’s flexibility lies in our ability to provide a combination of rope access techniques and more

CAN-Span

traditional methods, allowing contracts with a variety of access requirements to be single sourced.
CAN’s expertise extends to the use of MEWPS, system scaffolding and cradle systems.

Habitats
Bespoke solutions

We make extensive use of our own lightweight access CAN-Span system to offer bespoke access and
containment solutions for individual contracts.

CAN UK group of companies:
Based in Chesterfield, in a central

Based to the South-east of

location for work all over the UK,

London, CAN London Ltd offers

CAN Structures Ltd offers an

rope access and structural

integrated range of services for

services to London and the south

the built environment. As a pioneer of difficult access

east and is ideally situated to service the industrial and

techniques, we have developed an enviable reputation

power generation sectors in the Thames corridor.

for work on high or difficult structures, often using rope
access to undertake work without recourse to, or in
support of, scaffolding or powered access platforms.

Based in Chesterfield, CAN
Geotechnical Ltd provides a
comprehensive range of services
for the stabilisation of rock faces,
soil slopes and retaining walls.
With extensive technical knowledge and sophisticated
custom-built plant, CAN Geotechnical is able to design
and implement a variety of innovative solutions for the
most challenging of stability problems.

Other CAN group locations:
Aberdeen, UK; Stavanger, Norway; Abu Dhabi, UAE; New Orleans, Houston and New York, USA; Toronto, Canada; Baku, Azerbaijan.

CAN GEOTECHNICAL Ltd

CAN STRUCTURES Ltd

CAN LONDON Ltd

Smeckley Wood Close,
Chesterfield Trading Estate,
CHESTERFIELD
S41 9PZ
UK

Smeckley Wood Close,
Chesterfield Trading Estate,
CHESTERFIELD
S41 9PZ
UK

Unit A Springhead Enterprise Park,
Springhead Road,
NORTHFLEET, Kent
DA11 8HB
UK
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